Your business applications demand high throughput and high performance. With Lightpath, you get Best in Class, high-capacity access to the Internet starting at 1Gb, delivered over our State of the Art Optical Transport network.

**Increase capabilities & flexibility**

With speeds from 1Gb – 10Gb your network can sustain the high usage levels it needs for continued performance. And with optional bursting, flexibility is built in. Simply purchase the bandwidth you need and burst over that level on demand.

**Solutions-based benefits:**

- High-speed throughput, up to 10Gb
- Predictable flat-rate pricing
- Burstable option for added flexibility
- Built-in redundancy with our multiple Tier 1 peering partners
- Optional protection available for mission critical networks

**100% fiber-optic network and award-winning Customer Care**

- Security – Give your business peace of mind with a dedicated wave on the Optical-Transport network.
- Customization – Address evolving and seasonal business needs with the option to burst up to 10Gb.
- Scalability – Your business can expand to full 10Gb capacity to meet your current and future data needs.
- True simplicity – Your business can count on flat-rate pricing, seamless installation, predictable billing and award-winning Customer Care making it easy to manage your network and your budget.
Technical Features:

Available Speeds (Gb):
1Gb, 2Gb, 3Gb, 5Gb, 10Gb (5Mb – 1000Mb available via Metro Ethernet)

Bursting:
Optional up to 10Gb

Customer Handoff:
10Gb UNI (Optical)

IP Allocation:
Class C and above with proper justification

DNS:
Secondary DNS
Primary DNS (optional)
Secondary Exchange

BGP Routing:
Available upon request.
(Customer must supply own router and ASN)

Technical Specifications

Resiliency:
Optional protection available

Certifications:
MEF 9, MEF 14, ITU

About Lightpath

Lightpath is proud to be the network New York Metro Area businesses have trusted for over 20 years.

We deliver the essential and reliable communication services that keep your organization connected with complementary Managed Services designed to help you operate more efficiently.

Count on us to listen to your needs and provide the solutions that meet today’s real-time demands and drive tomorrow’s success. Talk to a Lightpath Representative today.

• Fast, reliable and secure Ethernet-based 100% fiber-optic network
• Enterprise class Data, Voice and Internet communication services
• Cloud-based Hosted Voice, Audio, Web and Video Conference, Managed WiFi and Managed Backup
• Predictable flat-rate pricing for all telecom services from one trusted provider
• Award-winning customer support and online Customer Care access 24/7/365

GoLightpath.com
1-877-Lightpath